Exciting News: Orderhive Has Joined Cin7

By: R
 aj Patel: Co-Founder

This week, we announced exciting news for Orderhive and our customers and team: Orderhive is
now part of C
 in7, along with inventory management software provider D
 EAR Systems.
Not only can our clients continue to rely upon our market-leading ecommerce capabilities, but
we are now better positioned than ever to meet the evolving needs of customers as they grow
and scale their businesses. Our newly forged connections with Cin7’s larger geographic
footprint, resources and infrastructure will make Orderhive’s unique capabilities available to
more product sellers across the globe.
Be assured that our commitment to the Orderhive solution has not changed. We will continue to
invest to support, maintain and extend Orderhive and serve our new and existing customers
flawlessly. As we look to the future, we see tremendous opportunities to collaborate with our
Cin7 and DEAR Systems colleagues to strengthen and expand our capabilities to ensure we
have an inventory management solution for every product seller, regardless of budget, scale,
complexity, location or industry segment.
As the founders of Orderhive, we feel tremendous satisfaction at how our business has grown
and become an invaluable partner to our loyal customers as more and more ecommerce sellers
turn to us to provide an inventory management solution for their high-velocity business. I
attribute our success not only to the product we’ve developed but the talented teams who have

supported and strengthened that product over time. We can trace every feature back to the
talented members of the Orderhive team that brought it to life. We are thrilled that our talented
team will not only continue to build and grow the Orderhive product,but now also joins our
colleagues at Cin7 and DEAR Systems to apply our combined strengths to the development of
new capabilities to benefit product sellers everywhere.
This is the start of an exciting new chapter for Orderhive, our customers and our team. Thank
you for your business and the trust you’ve put in us. If you have any questions, please reach out.
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